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The Dodge Dart is a relatively sporty front-wheel-drive compact sedan. The Dart arrived two
years ago and replaced the substandard, unloved Caliber hatchback. While the Dart hasn't sold
as well as Dodge had hoped, the lineup received a number of changes last model year, solving
some teething issues for this, the first true compact sedan since the Neon left years ago. One
hidden Dart asset: In interior volume, it's almost a mid-size car, and feels like it. In many ways,
the Dart looks like a modernized Neon. That's a good thing, as the Neon was always one of the
better-looking models of its time. It's larger than its predecessor, for sure, but the proportions
are similarâ€”with a wide stance and a low cowl. It has a more substantial look in the rear, like
the Charger, which adopts an appearance even more similar to the Dart for Well-equipped
models come with an 8. Especially inside, the Dart offers equipment that most won't necessarily
expect from a compact car. Seats are comfortable front and rear, and the seating position isn't
as low as you'd guess based on the car's lines. Soft-touch materials on most parts of the dash
coordinate nicely with harder plastic elements, though big swaths of hard black textured plastic
still crop up in a couple of places inside the littlest Dodge. The Dart is styled like a performance
car, but the engine choice is what determines whether it behaves like one. The standard
horsepower 2. Opt for the turbocharged hp 1. But you'll have to keep your foot firmly into the
accelerator to make it happen. Like many cars with six-speed transmissions, the Dart's top gear
was chosen to keep the engine running below 2, rpm under steady load, for best fuel economy.
The 1. A hp 2. It provides adequate power without the surginess that's sometimes evident from
the 1. The base 2. The 2. The Dart practically aces both U. That combination makes it one of the
highest-rated cars for safety in this class--next to only the Honda Civic. The car comes standard
with 10 airbags, along with the usual suite of electronic safety systems, with both blind-spot
alert and cross-traffic detection available, features that are new to the compact segment.
Outward visibility is admirable--something that's usually not the case in these days of
strengthened roofs for rollover safety. The Dodge Dart doesn't look like all the other compact
sedans, thankfully. Instead, it takes after some of its Dodge siblings, giving it some attitude in
what can be a ho-hum segment. It's larger than the Neon, but the proportions are similarâ€”with
a wide stance and a low cowl. Its cowl isn't actually any lower than in other cars, but a wide
stance, low fender tops, and a long flowing roofline make it look larger and closer to the ground.
It's neither as boxy and upright as the Chevy Cruze nor as slab-sided as the Ford Focus sedan.
A full-width taillight cluster offers optional LED illumination diodes in all. The exhaust exits
through a pair of 3-inch oval finishers in the apron, unlike more basic compacts that use only a
single exhaust pipe. In all, it's far more extroverted than the likes of the Hyundai Elantra, or even
the recently redesigned Toyota Corolla. Inside the Dart, the dash is businesslike yet flowing and
sculpted, like those in other modern Dodges. The designers said they intended users to have
fun while looking at the shapes, and perhaps the most noticeable feature is what they call the
"floating island" center bezel--an oblong instrument panel and control surface, essentially. The
Dodge Dart has the look of a sporty car, although all of its engine options aren't up to the task
of coming through on the promise. You can basically choose economy or power, but not at the
same time. The handling and ride do make up for some of the engine deficiencies, however. We
have to think that Chrysler would have been better off perfecting one engine instead of
spreading itself thin with three engines and three transmissions. None of the Dart's powertrain
combinations feels fully sorted, which takes away from the overall experience. It's a
compromise whichever way you look. It puts out lb-ft of torque, which is not enough in a car
that, at about 3, pounds, weighs more than many of its rivals. In more demanding driving,
whether it's leaving a stoplight quickly or merging into fast-flowing freeway traffic from uphill
ramps, the 2. The turbocharged 1. The catch is that this engine feels sluggish below 2, rpm; the
turbo's efficiency-minded tuning means you have to rev it from 3, to 6, rpm to make power. Yes,
gas mileage suffers as a result. The turbo also has uneven power delivery, which is most
annoying with the clunky dual-clutch automatic. There's a third engine option, and it's probably
the best of the three. It's not surgey like the turbo, but still provides plenty of power and torque.
It's still let down by its transmission, which doesn't shift very smoothly. Across the board, you
can pair these with a Fiat-sourced six-speed manual gearbox. The non-turbo engines can also
be ordered with a six-speed automatic transmission provided, surprisingly, by Hyundai , while
the 1. We have one cautionary note about drivability: To eke out every last point of fuel
economy, the transmissions are all seemingly tuned to keep the engines below 2, rpm in most
circumstancesâ€”with tall gearing. That means that when power's needed, not one but two
downshifts are requiredâ€”and the driver has to learn to anticipate and plan for that. It might not
be so happy in hilly terrain, or at least not very efficient. The news is better on the handling and
suspension front. The weight that hurts performance gives the car a nice planted feel, and
Dodge has managed to imbue the electric power steering with enough feedback and road feel. If
the Dart seems big for a compact car, that's because it is. Based on its interior volume, the EPA

actually classifies it as a mid-size sedan. Both the front and rear seats are very comfortable, and
the cabin feels as wide as that of any competitor. The seating position is a little higher than in
other compact sedans, with the driving position is more legs-out than typical, but lower seat
cushions are wide and long enough, yet supportive for a wide range of sizes. The Dart has quite
a lot of useful storage pockets, cubbies, and trays in the door and console. And the glovebox is
large enough to accept a laptop computer. There's also a storage compartment available in the
front passenger seat, although some passengers noticed its reinforced cloth pull-tab. Trunk
space is surprisingly abundant, although the opening is quite small and constricted; for larger
items you'll need to use the wide-opening rear doors and split folding rear seatbacks. Dodge
says it's taken great care with the quality of its materials, including the operating mechanisms
of its dashboard vents, and there's a huge improvement over the Chrysler products of the past.
Most interior surfaces are covered in soft-touch plastics, with color and texture used as
accents--which matches the car's sporty flavor--more than the more traditional wood and
chrome. The softer materials match well with the harder plastics in places like the door pockets,
though on the lower dash there are a few broad swathes of hard-textured black plastic that echo
the bad old days. The engines can be a little more vocal than those in other compact sedans,
but otherwise the Dart is relatively peaceful and quiet. There's a fair amount of road noise on
some surfaces, although the Dart probably ranks as one of the quieter cars of its kind. The
Dodge Dart practically aces both U. That combination makes it one of the highest-rated cars for
safety in this classâ€”next to only the Honda Civic. Every Dart comes standard with ten airbags,
along with the usual suite of electronic safety systems, while blind-spot alert and cross-traffic
detection are both available, though rarely seen in the compact segment. Outward visibility is
admirable--something that's far from normal in these days of strengthened roofs for rollover
safetyâ€”thanks in part to the triangular third side window. Other compacts could learn from the
Dart there. The NHTSA awards the Dart five stars overall and in all categories except rollover,
where it scores a still-respectable four stars. The IIHS gives the Dart top 'good' ratings in most
categories, although there's one area where the Dart could have done better, and that's in the
new IIHS small-overlap frontal test, where it achieved a second-best 'acceptable' rating. Dodge
claims that the Dart can be equipped in more than , different build combinations. That's great if
you want to have a unique vehicle, but it can make spec'ing your car a little more difficult, not to
mention finding one just the way you want on a dealer's lot. While many rival models like the
Kia Forte or Hyundai Accent are sold in a very limited number of builds, with just a few option
packages, Dodge has "unbundled" its most popular options so buyers can mix and match at
willâ€”and it says it can deliver a specially ordered car in 30 to 45 days. This entry-level Dart is
the only one equipped with the 2. The SXT comes with the 2. Options include a nine-speaker
premium audio system, the 1. Above that is the Dart Aero, which includes a host of fuel-saving
items like active grille shutters and low-rolling-resistance tires. It comes only with the 1. The
Dart GT also comes with the 2. Options include the Technology Group, which bundles parking
sensors, blind-spot monitor, rear cross-path detection, and HID headlights. Limited models all
feature the 2. The Dodge Dart achieves respectable but not necessarily noteworthy fuel
economy. The Aero model is the most efficient, scoring 40 mpg highway with either
transmission. The Dart Aero is lighter than the standard 1. Dodge notes that it uses seven
different underbody panels to smooth airflow under the car, along with fitting active grille
shutters to some models like the Aero to reduce airflow through the engine compartment when
cooling demands are low. All these items reduce aerodynamic drag. Subaru Tesla Toyota
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Continue Reading. The Car Connection Consumer Review. Rate and Review your car for The
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Cookie Policy. Rosen Nissan helped make these videos. The video above shows how to check

for blown fuses in the interior fuse box of your Dodge Dart and where the fuse panel diagram is
located. If your map light, stereo, heated seats, headlights, power windows or other electronic
components suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If your
Dart is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first, because they
are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Dodges have multiple interior fuse
boxes even the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse box of your Dart is
located. The more electronics your Dart has, the more fuses it has. Some components may have
multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in
question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your Dart, make sure you replace it with one
that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the
component in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted
professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced
or if there is a short or some other problem with your Dart. Hans Angermeier has produced over
, videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Many cars will burn or leak a little bit of
oil. Over time, this adds up and you might need to add some - learn how to here! Car companies
often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the
same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our
system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics.
The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to
get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part
and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. Top up the oil level. Rotate your tires. Rotate your tires at least three times
per year. Checking the windshield washer fluid. There's no reason to check the washer fluid
level without adding some - see how to do it here! Learn how to jack up your car. A few key tips
will make jacking up your car much safer. See all videos for the Dodge Dart. We have a massive
and growing video library, but we don't have everything Toggle Navigation Factory Chrysler
Parts. Categories About Us. Select a Vehicle. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle
by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your
Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue
Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. Some restrictions
apply. Home Dodge Dart Interior. OEM Dodge Dart parts are built to maximize the performance
of Dodge vehicles and provide the certainty that the repair will be done right the first time. Parts
that fit. Interior Parts that perform. Select a Dodge Dart Driveline. We are your source for
Factory Dodge Parts. When it comes time to repair, maintain or upgrade your Dodge Dart ,
choose Factory Chrysler Parts for the best selection of Dodge parts at discount prices.
Authentic Dodge Interior spare parts from Factory Chrysler Parts represent the pinnacle of
Dodge engineering and development, so why choose anything less for your vehicle? If you have
any questions about which parts you need to keep your Dodge driving like new, contact our
Dodge parts experts by phone or email, or in person at our Bartow, FL, location. Get the right
parts for the right price, right when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and
fast shipping. Keep your ride in peak condition with the best Interior spare parts available on
the market. Moparize your ride. Shop Factory Chrysler Parts. Exterior Accessories. Interior
Accessories. Make yourself comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes
place in the interior cabin. Factory Chrysler Parts. Average 4. Great layout. Legal Policies Data
Requests. Links My Information Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure
the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these
pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying

Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. The Dodge Dart gets a few improvements for On the equipment side of
things, the SE models now offer a big discount on the convenience option group, while the 8.
Buyers get world-class styling and lots of customization options with the Dart, including three
available engines and transmissions. Styling is customizable too, with Dodge Styling is
customizable too, with Dodge offering a "Rallye" version that significantly changes the look of
the vehicle. Close this Model overview: Chrysler has clearly tapped into partner FIAT's
extensive knowledge and expertise in producing small cars. The Italian carmaker's influence
shows clearly in both the design and marketing of the Dart. Dodge is clearly looking to give
customers a lot of options when choosing a Read more Chrysler has clearly tapped into partner
FIAT's extensive knowledge and expertise in producing small cars. Dodge is clearly looking to
give customers a lot of options when choosing a Dart, with three engines available across the
range. SE models feature a horsepower 2. The unit produces horsepower and ft-lb of torque.
Finally, the eco-friendly Aero trim features a turbocharged 1. The horsepower engine is
borrowed directly from FIAT and helps the Dart return up to 41 mpg on the highway. A 6-speed
manual transmission is standard on all but the Limited, which includes a 6-speed automatic.
The SXT adds amenities such as power door locks and mirrors, keyless entry, a 6-speaker
stereo, inch wheels and air conditioning. The Aero is equipped similarly to the SE, with the
addition of a 7-inch customizable digital display, inch aluminum wheels and an 8. The GT comes
similarly equipped to the SXT, but adds the digital displays of the Aero as well as a much more
aggressive looking front end, featuring a blacked-out grille. Handling is courtesy a sport-tuned
suspension with frequency damping shocks and inch alloy wheels. Keyless entry and
push-button start are also standard, as is perforated Napa leather upholstery and a way
power-adjustable driver's seat. The top-of-the-line Limited adds an 8. Safety features on the Dart
are impressive. Ten airbags, anti-lock brakes, traction control and stability control are standard.
Electronic Roll Mitigation and hill-start assist are also included. A rear back-up camera is
standard on Aero, GT, and Limited models. Optional safety features include blind-spot
monitoring and Rear Cross Path Detection. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle
Model strengths: Sporty; efficient; powerful and economical; a model to suit every need. Read
more. Close this. Chrysler has clearly tapped into partner FIAT's extensive knowledge and
expertise in producing small cars. There's a problem loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

